In this note we give a short proof of the generalization 1 of M. H. Stone's representation of groups of unitary operators in Hubert space and show how it yields the theorem of Weierstrass on uniform approximation by polynomials. This classical result in turn yields fairly easily the more recent algebraic-topological formulation of the Weierstrass theorem as given by M. H. Stone for real algebras and by I. Gelfand and G. Silov 2 for complex algebras. For 0^5< oo let T 8 be a linear operation in the real or complex Banach space X satisfying the conditions 
THEOREM 2. If T Si SÇLE£, is a semi-group of operators in X satisfying (1) then CliD(Ai) is dense in X and uniformly f or s in a bounded closed set we have
(3) T 8 x = lim exp (si A{h, 1) + • • • + s n A(h> n))x, xEX.
a-K>
Let C be the cube 0âs t^o and Xs -b~nfcT u xdu. Then xs~->x as as 8->0. Just as before it follows that #«£0*2? (-4*) so that this set is dense in X. Since exp (£iSiA(h 9 i)) =11 i exp (siA(h, i)) equation (3) follows from Theorem 1. Let X be the Banach space of real or complex bounded uniformly continuous functions x(K) defined on E n (|#|=sup|#(X)| ). We may and shall assume that EQEiï and that the function x(s) ~x of the theorem is a point of X. For S£JE^ define T 8 x*=x(k+s). By (3) then we have uniformly for X££ w and s£E
ft-K) v=0 V !
Since A (h, i)x is independent of 5 and the series XX o converges uniformly for s£E the desired conclusion follows by placing X = 0.
8 In case T* is continuous in s in the uniform topology of operators, obvious modifications of the above proof show that A is a bounded operator with | -4^--41 -*0 and T 9 B*e 9A . 4 In the case of the complex algebra, suppose also that if x&H then there exists a yin% such that #(7) =^(7).
THEOREM 4. Let St &e a closed {in the topology \x\ =SUP|#(Y)|) subalgebra of the Banach algebra C(T) of all continuous (real or complex) functions on the locally compact space which vanish at infinity»
5 If for every 715^72 there is anx&Sc such that x(yi) 5*0, x(y 2 ) = 0, then 31 = C(y).
To begin with, suppose that the algebra is real and that T is compact. In view of the known form of the general linear functional on C(r), it suffices to show that a regular countably additive numerically-valued set function fi on the Borel sets of T is identically zero provided
Let Ti be T with the neighborhood system defined for c>0 and # t GSt with #t(7o) =0 by 
